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one fine day, jairaj comes to raees and asks him to help him in smuggling illegal liquor.
raees, however, refuses. jairaj then offers him a job of a boot legger. the two of them then

go to the police station and pretend to be on a "first-aid" mission. here, raees befriends
acp (nawazuddin siddiqui), who is also the local don of that area. soon, raees is arrested
in a police raid, and jairaj is arrested, too. parveen, who is very fond of raees, tries her

best to bail him out, but fails. raees has to spend a night in a police custody. the following
day, he is released on bail, but soon raees is arrested again, and he is convicted for the
third time. in this case, however, he is not released on bail. instead, he is asked to take

part in a jailbreak. after some time, raees is released on bail. now he must join acp in his
police raid against illegal liquor. raees is in a dilemma: he is innocent. however, if he joins

acp in his raid, he will be arrested. but if he refuses to join, he will not be able to seek
revenge against the gangster. so, he joins acp. in a short while, however, raees finds out
that acp has betrayed him. he kills acp and gets involved in a gunfight with jairaj. raees

finds out that jairaj has killed raees's brother arif. jairaj kills him, too. the rest of the story
is about raees's journey to mumbai to avenge the death of his brother. he kills various
gangsters. he gets the help of shakti (sakshi tanwar), a journalist. he also meets meera

(kajol), a girl, who loves him. raees then starts his journey back to fatehpur. but his
journey ends in the mid-1990s.
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rahul dholakia's raees wears
religious imagery on its sleeve
and the indian audience has

enough dimaag to figure out the
story's parallels with a certain
time period in gujarat when a

muslim bootlegger was running
wild in the state. there's the

character raees himself with his
robin hood persona and his
closeness to the then-chief

minister of gujarat. the opposition
politician takes a rath yatra out to

bring raees down to his knees
and soon enough, raees is lied to
by a moosa bhai from mumbai
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who gets the good gangster to
traffic rdx into the country.. yes,
this is a risky film, regardless of
where you get your information

from; newspaper archives or
whatsapp forwards. shailesh

kapoor, founder and ceo of the
media consulting firm, ormax
media, is not shocked at the

absence of a top grosser like tiger
zinda hai on the list. according to
him the maximum shares for a
film happen in the three-four

months after its release and tzh
released just a week before the

end of 2017 for the pirated prints
to build up. january releases like

raees and kaabil have had a
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much longer window, he says. so
their analyses of top shared hindi

films in the first quarter of last
year showed that though hindi

films were most popular in india,
the next highest level of interest
came from neighbour pakistan.

the highest density of fans was in
major indian cities such as
mumbai, kolkata, delhi and

bengaluru. pakistan, which is
home to a large population of file
sharers showing interest in the

top 10 hindi movies, came a
distant second in file sharer
density when compared with

india. indian population made up
around 60% of total worldwide file
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sharers of hindi movies on an
average. 5ec8ef588b
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